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Don Norman’s idea of affordances is regarded as interactions between individuals, 

creatures, technologies, and their environments.  According to Norman (2013), affordance refers 

to the relationship between a physical object and a person as an interacting agent that determine 

just how the object could be used (Norman, 2013, p.9).  There are two types of affordance, visual 

and perceived affordance. Visual affordance is the value of an object that suggest how it should 

be used. Perceived affordance is the value of an object that suggest how it might be used.  For 

instance, perceived affordance allows an individual to either push or pull a door based on the 

way the door was designed; visual affordance allows an individual to naturally sit on a chair 

because a chair affords support or sitting.  

Interactive museum or zoos can be an affordance because visitors can explore, naturally 

touch, and engage in different type of hands-on activities as a form of constructivism (Allen & 

Gutwill, 2004; Schwan et al, 2014).  According to Allen and Gutwill (2004) the idea of 

interactive exhibits was originated by the philosophies of experiential education by Dewey and 

constructivism by Piaget (Allen & Gutwill, 2004).  Both Dewey and Piaget believe that 

individuals learn by building their own experience based on their understandings; therefore, the 

education systems should also offer experiences to support learning. 

People already know how to act when challenged with an innovative situation because 

they combined all their senses to work together.  The human body already know how to interact 

with objects as natural intuition.  Understanding why the objects are being used in a certain 

environment allows individual to naturally interact with the objects without being taught.  
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